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Introduction
Barns Ness is one of the best places in central Scotland to find a variety of fossils and explore the link 
between environment and rock type. It is a good place to appreciate the importance of limestone to people in 
the past and present. The lime kiln at the back of the beach was one of many in the Lothians, where layers of 
coal and limestone were burnt to create quick lime for agriculture. This was a dangerous and labour-
intensive process, but proved its worth in increased crop yields. In the distance to the south, you can see the 
tower and chimney of Dunbar Cement works, which processes local limestone to produce cement. This is 
the only cement works in Scotland, with the capacity to produce one million tonnes of cement a year.

The New Statistical Account of Scotland (1845) in describing this area says “The rocky formations … are laid 
bare, as if on purpose to attract the attention of the geologist”. This field site goes beyond being simply 
attractive; it possesses a host of remarkable geological features.

The site occupies a strip of coast about 1km long extending from the east end of White Sands (NT715773) to 
a short distance east of Barns Ness Lighthouse (NT725773). 

Overview of the geology
These are the most extensive limestone outcrops in central Scotland. There are also other sedimentary 
rocks including sandstone, mudstone and coal, all formed in early Carboniferous times (about 360 - 320 
million years ago), when the Midland Valley was a subsiding basin occasionally invaded by the sea. The 
sedimentary rocks were deposited just south of the equator, in a range of environments including tropical 
seas, lagoons, deltas, swamps and floodplains. There are lots of fossils to be found, including corals, 
brachiopods, crinoids, forams, sponges, bivalves, burrows, and plants.

The sedimentary rocks are laid down in cycles, demonstrating changing environmental conditions in the past. 
At times the area was part of a large river delta, accumulating sand and mud. Some times coal forests grew 
on the delta top. At other times, high sea level meant that this area was under water, and limestone formed. 
The local sea level changes were caused by both regional subsidence and changing global sea-levels due to 
ice ages. 

The last major glaciation which reached its peak about 20,000 years ago has left erratics (e.g., dolerite, 
fragments of Old Red Sandstone, and Highland metamorphic and igneous rocks) which have been carried 
down the valley of the Forth. Following glaciation, raised beaches were established. The sea has been at or 
close to its present level for about 3,500 years. In the main, the shoreline is being eroded so present-day 
landforms include a wave cut platform and a low cliff which, in places, has a deep wave-cut notch, and there 
are pebble and boulder banks.
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The key features of the site are:

• Excellent exposures. Geological features are clearly displayed.
• A sequence of sedimentary rocks which, by virtue of sedimentary structures, fossils, and changing 

rock type, allow detailed study of changing depositional environments. Graphic logs can be 
constructed.

• An anticline and an obvious fault. 
• Glacial erratics and raised beach deposits. 
• The effects of human activity. On a small scale there are the old limestone quarry, the limekiln, and 

the kiln waste dumped on the upper shore. On a large scale are the cement works with its vast 
quarry. The quarry is continuously backfilled so when working has ceased the site will be landscaped 
and little trace of working will remain. An invisible effect of making cement is that large volumes of 
carbon dioxide are produced from the decomposition of calcium carbonate. About 8% of global 
emissions and 1.7% of UK emissions comes from cement works.

Agriculture
The soil of the parish of Dunbar has been described as “the finest in Scotland if not in Great Britain”; “the 
only soil in which complete perfection in potato growing could be attained”; and “the cream of the county 
probably the cream of the earth”. In times past “Dunbar potatoes (would) always top the London market”. 
Here, in 1784 Swedish turnips were first grown in Great Britain by Dr Hamilton. The Swedish name ‘Ruta-
Baga’ led to their being called ‘baigies’ in East Lothian. During the 18th century East Lothian was at the 
forefront of agricultural improvements. It is interesting to note that James Hutton (1726 - 1797), the founder 
of modern geology, was an agricultural improver who had two farms in nearby Berwickshire.

Use of limestones
The limestone layers of Barns Ness are a key feature of the site, and in terms of the volume of limestone 
available near the surface, they are unique in Scotland; hence there is a long history of exploitation of these 
reserves for agricultural lime and mortar, and in modern times for cement manufacture.

Figure 1: Catcraig Lime kiln, near location 2.
Figure 2: Illustration of the Catcraig limekiln in action, from 

McAdam and Clarkson, 1996, Lothian Geology.

In 1915, T.S. Muir wrote, “Limestone is extensively worked at Skateraw near Dunbar. About 30 to 40 tons a 
day are quarried, two-thirds of which is sent to the west of Scotland for smelting purposes. The remainder is 
burnt and makes excellent lime for agriculture”. Limestone has a multitude of uses. In smelting, iron ore, 
coke (carbon) and limestone go into the blast furnace. The coke reduces the ore to iron while the limestone 
acts as a flux and combines with impurities in the ore to form slag. Furnace slag was used as railway ballast 
so it can be found on abandoned railway tracks. It is often vesicular and glassy. 

Kilns like the one at Catcraig (Figures 1 & 2) were charged with limestone (calcium carbonate for the most 
part) and coal laid in layers with four parts limestone to one part coal. The limestone roasted in the kiln was 
broken down to give carbon dioxide and calcium oxide, known as quicklime . Adding water to quicklime gives 
calcium hydroxide or slaked lime. Lime is alkaline so is added to soils to raise their pH and to make clay 
particles clump together to give a coarser texture to clay soil. Limed soil holds less water, has improved 
percolation, becomes more friable, and can be worked more easily. Interestingly, The New Statistical Account 
of Scotland (1845) says, “Much lime for manure is carried from this quarter to Berwickshire. It is to be 
regretted that in this parish, where it abounds, it has not been so copiously applied for that purpose as it 
ought - from a belief that the free nature of the soil does not require it; whereas Sir Humphry Davy asserts, 
that ‘all soils are improved by lime’.”
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Lime was also used to make mortar by mixing slaked lime into a paste with sand. The mortar was used in 
building and it hardened by reaction with carbon dioxide in the air (calcium hydroxide + carbon dioxide = 
calcium carbonate + water) so the hardened mortar is like limestone with sand. Hardening was a slow 
process and a stone building would settle without cracking. Also, “All stone buildings breathe and move, and 
an important function of the lime mortar is to allow these activities to take place without damage to the 
masonry.”

Limestone, especially when packed with fossils, makes a good ornamental stone. It is not, however, durable 
for outdoor use because it is dissolved by carbonic acid (dihydrogen carbonate) formed by the solution of 
carbon dioxide in rain water.

Today, the Dunbar limestones are used to make cement. To make cement a mixture of powdered limestone 
and shale is roasted. This drives off water and carbon dioxide and forms cement which consists of various 
calcium compounds. Adding water causes new hydrous minerals to form and grow so the cement sets. 
Some hydrous minerals grow very slowly so the cement takes about three years to reach its full strength.

Other features of interest
The Bass Rock and North Berwick Law can be seen from Barns Ness and are volcanic plugs of 
Carboniferous age. St Baldred lived on the Bass Rock and when he died in 606 it is said that he produced 
three bodies. Early writers used this belief as proof of trans-substantiation. On the coast south of the Bass 
Rock is St Baldred’s Boat. According the legend this rock formed a danger to fishermen out in the Firth so 
Baldred sailed it to a safe place on the shore. Further south is St Baldred’s Cradle ‘rocked by the winds and 
waves’. During the 17th century the Bass Rock was used as a prison for Covenanters and Jacobites. The 
Rock is famous for its gannets. The gannet is also called the solan goose and it takes its specific name from 
the Bass Rock; formerly called Sula bassana it is now called Morus bassanus. The gannets were once 
eaten. In 1618, Taylor said, ‘the solan goose … is very good flesh’ but ‘Charles II is believed to have declared 
there were two things which he disliked in Scotland: solan goose and the Solemn League and Covenant’. 
The Barns Ness Lighthouse was built in 1901 by David Stevenson (cousin of Robert Louis Stevenson). He 
also built the Bass Rock Lighthouse in 1902.

Links with the curriculum
A field trip to Barns Ness can encompass a range of topics in the Higher and Intermediate 2 Geology 
curriculum, including minerals and rocks, structural geology, isostasy and Earth history. 

Specific topics of interest include the past use of limestone for iron smelting and to make quicklime and the 
present use for cement manufacture. These processes generate carbon dioxide, and the formation of 
limestone in the past is relevant to ancient carbon dioxide levels and climate change.

At both Higher and Intermediate 2 Levels the submission of a fieldwork report is a requirement of final 
assessment. The report contributes 15 out of a total of 110 marks. The reports are marked in the school or 
college. Marks are assigned under three headings:

• Gathering of information (planning and organization of work; observation; recording)
• Processing information (identification and description of geological features; geological content of the 

report; presentation of the report)
• Interpretation (quality of interpretations and the extent to which interpretations are justified)
Barns Ness provides every opportunity for Higher and Intermediate 2 Level students to meet, and more than 
meet, SQA field report specifications. While there is no SQA requirement for students at Access 3 and 
Intermediate 1 Levels to undertake fieldwork, it would be beneficial for such students to study rocks in the 
field. This site has much to offer to those studying geology at any level or to anyone with an interest in 
geology. 

Sources of further information & support
East Lothian Ranger Service 01620 827279 ranger@eastlothian.gov.uk – local ranger is Laura Morley 07770 
927754, lmorley@eastlothian.gov.uk.

For a general introduction to the geology of this area we recommend:
McAdam, D (2003), “Edinburgh & West Lothian, a landscape fashioned by geology”, Scottish Natural 
Heritage, ISBN 1-85397-327-0. Available to view or download online at 
http://www.snh.gov.uk/pubs/detail.asp?id=45.
Clarkson, E & Upton, B (2006), “Edinburgh Rock: the geology of Lothian”, Dunedin Academic Press, ISBN 1-
903765-39-0.
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Location maps, directions & local facilities

Figure 3: Location map. www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/getamap. 
Image produced from Ordnance Survey's Get-a-map service. 
Image reproduced with permission of Ordnance Survey and 

Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland. 

The site is accessed from the west. Leave the A1 at 
NT699766 to join the A1087. Go through the small 
roundabout then turn right soon after at the sign 
which reads ‘Camping and Caravanning Club’. Stay 
on this road and park at the eastern end of White 
Sands. This road is not suitable for buses. Also, 
there is a barrier which may be closed and which 
restricts access to vehicles of height less than 2 m.

On OS Sheet 67 this is marked as a Geology Trail, 
which consists of four information boards set a 
short distance back from the shore. There is a 
public toilet a short distance inland at NT719771.

The old access road from Torness and East Barns 
is now closed due to expansion of the quarry.

Safety and conservation
There are no significant problems with safety. This is a rocky shore which is slippery in places so stout 
footwear is required. Also, great care should be taken in those places where there are low overhanging 
rocks. Tides should be checked. The lime kiln is out of bounds.

You should follow the Scottish Fossil Code and the Scottish Outdoor Access Code, both published by 
Scottish Natural Heritage. The shoreline is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), notified 
for geological and other features and therefore should be treated carefully. Hammering of bedrock exposures 
is not encouraged. Collection of loose fossils and other geological specimens is generally ok, but you should 
follow the Scottish Fossil Code and exercise restraint.

Suggested pre- and post-visit activities
Pre-visit
The teacher/lecturer should visit the field site and carry out a risk assessment (see Earth Science Outdoors 
– Project Overview for some general information on risk assessment. You might want to prepare a checklist 
of features which students are expected to study and report upon.

During pre-briefing, the following could usefully be covered:

• Planning and organising. Students are expected to say how they would plan the field visit, and to 
organise work relating to the trip. Students should be made fully aware of the marking instructions so 
they know exactly what is required of them.

• Safety. E.g., appropriate footwear and clothing; use of hard hats; potential hazards in the field area.
• Items which should be brought on the trip. E.g., notebook; pens and pencils; camera; hand lens; 

compass; clinometer; packed lunch; waterproofs; sun cream. If necessary, practice may be given in the 
use of equipment. such as the compass and clinometer. The use of hammers and chisels is to be 
discouraged and the collection of specimens, where allowed, should be kept to a minimum.

• Advice on note taking in the field. It is important that notes are sufficiently detailed to allow students to 
write their reports. A good example of a sample field notebook page is given in the South Queensferry 
guide.

• Field sketching. The examples given may provide a basis for discussion, e.g., of how much extraneous 
detail (vegetation, boulders) should be ignored during sketching; and of how much extrapolation and 
interpretation may justifiably be included. Generally, solid lines would be used to show visible boundaries 
and other features. Dashed lines would be used to indicate boundaries and features thought or known to 
be present but not actually visible.

• Drawing sketch maps. Good examples of sketch maps are included in the South Queensferry guide.
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Post-visit
The teacher/lecturer may wish to review the visit so that problems and difficulties which students have may 
be discussed. Specimens should be studied. The student is required to produce a report on the field study. 
This would involve processing data; preparing maps and illustrations; and perhaps constructing graphs and 
tables. The report should meet, cover and include, in appropriate measure, the requirements given in the 
marking instructions. It should be noted, for example, that presentation is given much less weight than 
interpretation. While advice and guidance may be given, it should be noted that the fieldwork report should 
be essentially the work of the student so teacher/lecturer input should not be overly significant. 

Geological setting
The Midland Valley is a rift valley bounded by the Highland Boundary Fault on the north and the Southern 
Upland Fault on the south. The Southern Upland Fault runs from Glen App, south Ayrshire to Leadburn, 
Midlothian. The fault is displaced southward at Leadburn then continues as the Lammermuir Fault to Dunbar. 
The main fault movement took place during Devonian times. Movement on the fault was later renewed 
because the Lammermuir Fault cuts early Carboniferous rocks at Dunbar. The rocks at Barns Ness lie south 
of the Lammermuir Fault in a basin bounded by Devonian rocks on the south and separated by a fault from 
Devonian rocks on the west.

Figure 4: Regional geological setting

Stratigraphy of the area

Figure 5: Part of Carboniferous lithostratigraphy and the position of the Barns Ness sequence within it.
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The limestones in the area provide convenient stratigraphical markers. Note that if a limestone is dolomitic it 
will have a pale brown weathering crust but will be grey inside. Pure dolomite, which often has a honey 
colour, does not fizz with cold hydrochloric acid.

Limestone Thickness 
(m)

Properties and fossils

yo
un

ge
st Barns Ness 1.0 Pale brown surface, grey inside. Surface often pitted. Many trace fossils 

(Zoophycos, Thalassinoides) .

Chapel Point 3.0 Brownish-yellow. Crinoids. Lots of trace fossils 
(Zoophycos, Rhizocorallium, Thalassinoides) .
Coral (Siphonodendron). Sponge (Chaetetes)

Upper Skateraw 0.5 Pale brown on weathered surface. Haematised nodules present. Crinoids.

 Middle Skateraw 4.0 Grey and nodular. Near the top is a 25cm thick band which is rich in the 
foraminiferid Saccaminopsis. Crinoids. Sponge (Chaetetes). Brachiopods 
(Athyrids and Spirifers).

Lower Skateraw 1.0 Grey-brown. Crinoids. Brachiopod (Gigantoproductus)

Upper Longcraig
(Hurlet)

6.0 Grey with lumpy bedding planes. Crinoids. Brachiopods (Schizophoria,  
Productus). About 1m below the top of this limestone is a layer packed with 
the cup coral Koninckophyllum.

ol
de

st
 

Middle Longcraig
Longcraig

1.2 Grey, nodular, and dolomitic in places. Lumpy bedding planes. Surface 
covered with basin shaped hollows representing the locations of the root 
bundles of tree-sized plants. Very rich in the coral Siphonodendron.
Crinoids. Brachiopods (Spirifer, Composita, Eomarginifera,)

Figure 6: Limestones in the Barns Ness area
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Colonial Corals

Siphonodendron (Lithostrotion)

Solitary Corals

Koninckophyllum and Syringopora [not illustrated]

Brachiopods

Spirifer

Composita (Athyris)

Productus

Schizophoria

and Eomarginifera, Gigantoproductus [not 
illustrated]

Crinoids
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Trace fossils

Thalassinoides burrows

Zoophycos feeding traces - 3D 
sloping spirals

Rhizocorallium horizontal burrows 
with U-shaped internal partings

and Diplocraterion vertical U-
shaped worm burrows 

[not illustrated]

Plant Fragments

Stigmaria (root)
Lepidodendron (stem)

Foraminiferid

Fusilina (similar to 
Saccaminopsis)

Sponge

Chaetetes

Other fossils
(not illustrated)
Bivalve: Sreblopteria

Trilobite: Paladin

Figure 7: Common fossils found at Barns Ness
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Suggested localities

Introduction
The localities described follow a route from west to east along the shore. Each locality is shown on the 
summary map (Figure 8). The route takes you up-section, so that the sedimentary rocks are visited in the 
order in which they were formed. Activities are suggested for each locality, but you are unlikely to have time 
to complete all the activities in one day. Avoid high tide.

A range of activities have been suggested so that you can choose a programme which is relevant for your 
group, and pupils could also carry out standard activities such as observing and recording features (e.g. 
sedimentary structures, fossils, faults, folds), field sketching, measuring (e.g. strike and dip, displacement of 
a fault), interpreting geological processes (e.g., how the hollows in the Middle Longcraig Limestone may 
have formed) and interpreting past environments (e.g. conditions of deposition of coral limestone).

Figure 8: Summary map of the geology of Barns Ness, and locations mentioned in the text. Derived from Map 16 in McAdam 
and Clarkson, Lothian Geology, 1986.

Location 1: White Sands beach, sandstone and limestone NT 7134 7723

Suggested activity
Take a moment to appreciate the big picture. From the grassy area at the back of the White Sands 
beach, what can you see? This is fairly flat landscape, compared to the hills (Berwick Law, Largo Law 
in Fife) and islands in the distance. The hills, islands and headlands of this coastal landscape are due 
to the variety of rocks in the Midland Valley. Around Barn's Ness, the flat landscape suggests 
sedimentary rocks, and the contrast between the sandy beach and the rocky foreshore on either side 
is due to variation in the layers of sedimentary rock – the softer mudstones get eroded to form sandy 
beaches, whereas tougher sandstones and limestones create headlands. You can also see the 
cement works in the distance, the first hint of the ways in which the rocks are of use to people.

From the car park descend on to the sandy beach and walk east along the high water mark to the first 
exposed rocks. Location 1 takes you from here along the coast and past the jetty.
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The first rock encountered is the Middle Longcraig 
Limestone. It is grey and markedly nodular with some 
of the nodules being haematite stained. The rock is 
very rich in the spaghetti-like coral Siphonodendron 
and crinoid fragments are abundant especially in the 
darker layers. You might spot some fault breccia 
indicating the presence of a nearby fault. 

Under the limestone is a sandstone, which appears in 
the core of an anticline (Figure 9). The western limb of 
the fold dips at about 35º to the north-west, and the 
eastern limb dips about 12º to the south-east.

Figure 9: eroded core of anticline, with sandstone in the 
centre and limestone on the right.

Suggested activity: 
Measure strike and dip around the fold. Find the direction and angle of plunge [about 7º to the south-
west]. Draw a map and section of the fold.

The top of the sandstone shows abundant burrows. Occasional patches of the shallow- helix shaped burrow 
Zoophycos are present, which looks like cockerel tail feathers. The appearance of abundant burrows may 
indicate a change from a fluvial to a marine environment.

Where the sand dune meets the top of the shore the limestone is heavily striated (Figure 10), best seen as 
you approach the old jetty NT 7143 7729. The striae lie on compass bearing 075º. This direction almost 
parallel to the shore plus the fact that the striated surface looks as if it is made up of tiny roches moutonneés 
with steeper slopes on the east has led to the suggestion that these are glacial striae. However this is 
debated, as the fabric is more similar to slickensides caused by movement of rock on rock. 

The brown colour of the limestone indicates that it is partly 
dolomitic (dolomite is a carbonate of calcium and 
magnesium. Generally, some of the magnesium will be 
replaced by iron. It is often honey coloured and it does not 
react with cold HCl.) Striae are visible where lime-kiln waste 
has been dumped on the upper shore. The waste includes 
slate, coal, and clinker so it does not represent a raised-
beach deposit.

Suggested activities:
 1: Study the striae. Measure the direction in which 
they trend and provide an interpretation of they way 
in which they formed. How would you test competing 
theories? [excavating some rock would show if this is 
a recent surface feature due to ice movement or an 
internal rock fabric.]

Figure 10: Striae on top surface of limestone

2: Test the different colours of limestone with dilute HCl.  
Account for any differences in reactions. [Dolomite will not 
react.]

3: Study the material lying on top of the limestone.  
Determine the origin of this material. [Man-made waste.]

4: Examine piddock (modern day bivalves) burrows in loose 
blocks of limestone (Figure 11). Study the holes in the 
limestone at the top of the jetty. Are these piddock 
burrows? If so, what is the significance of finding such 
burrows above high-water mark? [sea level fall.]

Figure 11: Boulder with piddock burrows.
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Location 2: Limestone with hollows and cyclothem sequence NT 7154 7729
Continue east along the shore. Location 2 is about 100m east of the jetty. 

Here, the top of the Middle Longcraig Limestone is covered by basin-shaped hollows (Figure 12). The 
hollows are about 1 m across and 30-60 cm deep. The hollows often contain seat earth, with 
numerous plant fragments. This shows that the hollows are an original feature of the limestone, not 
due to modern erosion (although the seat earth has eroded in recent times so that the hollows are now 
visible).

The hollows have a fairly regular spacing which suggests 
that they represent the positions of root bundles of tree-
sized plants. 

Elongate brown nodules are common in the seat earth and 
limestone (Figure 13). Some of the nodules show branching 
and thinning so they may have formed along fossilised 
roots. The limestone has apparently been dissolved away 
by organic soil acids to form the hollows. It would seem that 
sea level fell or the coral limestone was elevated so the 
limestone surface was colonised by plants which lived in a 
hot swamp. The swamp soil would be preserved as seat 
earth. Seat earths are pale in colour because in acidic 
swampy conditions Fe2+ goes into solution and is removed 
from the soil. Figure 12: Basin-shaped hollows

Suggested activities
1: Study the hollows and determine if they were formed in Carboniferous or modern times. Give a 
reason for your answer.

2: The centre of each hollow would be the position occupied by the stem of a large Carboniferous 
plant. Map the positions of the hollows over an area of 10m by 10m. Measure the distances between 
the centres of the hollows. Assuming that every hollow was occupied by a living plant, what is the 
density of stems per 100m2 and what is the average distance between stems?

How does this compare with trunk density and average spacing in a present-day woodland of 
deciduous trees such as sycamore, oak or beech? What does this suggest about the shapes of the 
Carboniferous plants?

Figure 13: Elongate nodules in seat earth: perhaps formed 
along fossilised roots

Figure 14: Grey seat earth deposit partially in-filling a 
hollow

Cross-sections of hollows are visible in the low cliff at high water mark (Figures 15, 16). The following 
sequence is seen in this low cliff on top of the Middle Longcraig limestone:

Limestone rich in crinoid fragments and 
brachiopods

Upper Longcraig (Hurlet) Limestone

Black siltstone 
Coal about 7cm thick The coal represents the remains of forest plants which 

were rooted in the seat earth and underlying limestone
Seat earth overfilling hollows in the underlying 
limestone

This is fossil soil in which the plants grew

Limestone with hollows seen in section Middle Longcraig Limestone
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Figure 15: Sedimentary sequence above the 
Middle Longcraig limestone, including thin coal layer. Note 

the cross section through a hollow at the base.

Figure 16: close up of thin coal layer

Suggested activity: 
Study the sequence from Middle to Upper Longcraig Limestone and describe the way in which the 
environment of deposition has changed throughout.

Location 3: Small fault – starts at NT 7175 7732
Continue a short distance east, past the overhang in the low cliff and around the corner.

The very hummocky upper surface of a bedding plane of the grey Upper Longcraig (Hurlet) Limestone 
is visible on top of the low cliff. Raised beach deposits lie on the limestone.

A fault can be seen cutting the rocks in the low cliff at the west end of the hummocky surface, and 
slickensides are present. The fault zone runs out onto the foreshore on a compass bearing of about 050º 
(Figure 17). This is described on the nearby interpretation board as a dyke, which is wrong. The rocks on the 
south-east side of the fault have been moved down by about 30 cm. The fault zone, which often looks like a 
wall, is brecciated and dolomitised. In places, there are cavities with dolomite crystals (Figure 18; NT 7168 
7730). Tension gashes may be seen outside the fault zone. Crinoid fossils are common.

Figure 17: small fault cutting across foreshore, 
marked by slight offset of layers and brecciated dolomite 

which is more resistant to erosion.

Figure 18: Fault breccia and dolomite crystals

Suggested activities: 
1. Study the fault zone. Make annotated sketches of the brecciated rock. Test the honey coloured 
mineral with HCl [dolomite should not react]. Draw the crystals. Determine what type of fault this is 
and describe the direction and amount of displacement.

2. Study the slickensides. What movement direction do they suggest, how does this relate to the fault  
movement?

3. Draw the tension gashes. Insert arrows on the diagram to show the directions of movement which 
have caused the gashes to open. How does this relate to the fault movement?
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Continuing eastwards along the shingle ridge, known as a berm. Location 4 is at the first rocks 
encountered at the eastern end of the shingle.

Location 4: Coral fossils and shells – fossil and modern NT 7170 7733
The rock first met is again the Upper Longcraig (Hurlet) 
Limestone. About 1.5 m from the top of the limestone (at 
NT 7181 7730) is a layer about 20 cm thick packed with 
the cup coral Koninckophyllum. (This layer was formerly 
used as a decorative stone known as ‘Dunbar Marble’.)

Suggested activities: 
1. Various studies could be undertaken on the 
shingle, e.g., (i) Find the percentages of different  
rock types; (ii) Measure the lengths, breadths and 
heights of a representative sample; classify the 
shapes and find the percentages of different  
shapes; determine if there is any correlation 
between rock type and boulder or pebble shape; 
(iii) Find out if boulder or pebble size changes 
from the shore side to the landward side of the 
shingle ridge.

Figure 19: Death assemblage of Koninckophyllum coral – 
Dunbar Marble

2. Study the coral-packed layers of the limestone and determine if they represent life or death 
assemblages. Give reasons for your answer. 

Above the Upper Longcraig (Hurlet) Limestone is sandstone with carbon partings and fossil roots (Figure 
20), followed by Lower Skateraw Limestone. It is less than 1 m thick, and has Gigantoproductus brachiopod 
and crinoid fragments and a dolomitic and haematite stained top.

Figure 20: Fossil root in sandstone Figure 21: Mudstone overlain by white seat clay; The 
outcrop of thin coal seam and black shale is at the top 

left.

The next layer up is mudstone with nodules of calcite and ironstone (Figure 21), and vertical structures that 
may represent fossil roots with nodules growing along them. The top of the mudstone is red in colour and it is 
overlain by a very sticky seat clay. Above the seat clay is a coal seam about 15 cm thick, followed by a thin 
black shale. 
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Suggested activity: 
The shells in the raised beach deposits are about 
6,500 years old. Identify them and compare them 
with the shells on the present beach. What does 
your comparison suggest about the tidal  
environment then and now?[the shells are the 
same species, showing that the environmental 
conditions have not changed, but sea level has 
dropped.]

 Figure 22: Shells in raised beach deposit.

The dark grey and somewhat nodular Middle Skateraw Limestone forms the prominent outcrop round the 
corner, and contains the calcareous sponge Chaetetes, best seen away from high tide level. It forms little 
mounds and inspection with a hand lens reveals a multitude of tiny pores. Crinoids are common and burrows 
(mainly Zoophycos and Thalassinoides) are present. The layer shows tension gashes and slickensides.

In the most easterly part of the outcrop is a layer 
about 25 cm thick which is rich in the foraminiferid 
Saccaminopsis (Figure 23). It appears as small 
round patches.

Between Locations 4 and 5 are poorly exposed 
sandstones, siltstones and mudstones with bedding 
planes often marked by burrows. The Upper 
Skateraw Limestone is not well exposed. It is about 
0.5m thick and it has a brown weathered surface. 
Ironstone nodules and crinoid fragments are present.

Walk around the bay towards the lighthouse 
and stop about 150 m before the lighthouse 
buildings. Figure 23: Limestone layer rich in the 

foraminiferid Saccaminopsis.

Location 5: Comparison of different types of trace fossil NT 7221 7733
The rock seen here is the brown and dolomitic Chapel Point Limestone. This limestone shows burrows of 
four types; depending on the light and seaweed conditions it may be hard to find them all.

1. Near the base of the limestone is Rhizocorallium. It is a horizontal, sometimes sinuous, burrow with an 
internal structure of thin, curved, sediment layers. (It looks a bit like a stack of Pringles crisps.) The burrow is 
often bounded by parallel grooves.

2. In the middle parts of the limestone is Zoophycos. This has the form of a shallow helix and it looks like a 
cockerel’s tail feathers.

Figure 24: Rhizocorallium burrow Figure 25: Zoophycos
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3. Also in the middle parts is Thalassinoides 
(Figure 26). It appears as a mass of horizontal, 
often criss-crossed branches with no internal 
markings or structure.

4. Vertical U-shaped burrows (Diplocraterion) 
may be found near the top of the limestone.

Suggested activity: 
Find and sketch three different types of 
trace fossil. Describe the way in which 
each trace fossil has been formed.

Figure 26: Thalassinoides

Continue on to the area of the pipe east of the lighthouse. Here, you will see the Barns Ness 
Limestone. This is Location 6.

Location 6: Barns Ness Limestone, pitted and jointed sandstone NT 7238 7717
The Barns Ness Limestone has a pale brown surface 
but is grey within. Zoophycos is abundant close to the 
pipe and Thalassinoides is found lower down the 
shore. 

The sandstone under the limestone shows large fossil 
roots (Stigmaria) and other plant fossils, and burrows 
(Thalassinoides) are common. The sandstone above 
the Barns Ness Limestone shows cross-bedding, 
joints which are circular in section, and a regular array 
of circular pits, a weathering feature. The cylindrical 
joints have been produced by outward-acting, radial, 
pulling forces. 

Figure 27: sandstone above the Barns Ness Limestone, 
showing regular array of pits and circular joint patterns.

Suggested activities: 
In the sandstone above the limestone: 1. Examine and sketch the cylindrical joints. What pattern of 
forces would produce such joints? 2. Examine and sketch the pits. Suggest a mechanism or set of  
processes which would produce such a regularly pitted surface.

Additional information on the local heritage
History
Dunbar [variously given as ‘fort on the point’ ; castle (‘dun’) on the top (‘barr’); fort on the height, top or extremity; and 
fortress (‘bar’) on a hill (‘dun’)]lies about 5km west-north-west of Barns Ness (Barness on older maps). Thomas Carlyle 
described Dunbar as ‘high and windy, looking down over its herring boats, over its grim old Castle now much 
honeycombed…’ while Ian Finlay called it ‘lean and weather-beaten’. The castle, first mentioned as having been burned 
by Kenneth MacAlpin in 856, has been many times rebuilt. It probably had an ancient origin because there were Iron Age 
settlements in the area near the castle and because Dunbar would have been a haven much sought after by sea-borne 
invaders. The area is rich in history , the position of Dunbar on one of the main routes from England placing it in the way 
of trouble.

The town was established in the middle of the 7th century or before when it lay in the Kingdom of Northumbria and in 
1072 the lands were conferred by Malcolm Canmore on Cospatrick, Earl of Northumberland. Cospatrick’s descendants 
became the Earls of Dunbar and March. 

At the time of hostilities between King John Balliol and Edward I, the 8th Earl of Dunbar supported Edward but his wife 
supported Balliol so when her husband was away she handed the castle over to the Scots. In 1296 Edward came north, 
slaughtered the people of Berwick, defeated the Scots army at Dunbar, retook Dunbar Castle, and deposed John Balliol. 
In 1314, following defeat at Bannockburn, Edward II took refuge in the castle on his way back to England. In 1338, the 
castle was defended by the countess Black Agnes (daughter of Randolph, Earl of Moray, and niece of Bruce) against the 
English under Montague, Earl of Salisbury. Evidently Agnes used her handkerchief to wipe away the damage caused by 
cannon balls and catapulted stones and when Montague sent forward a siege engine called a sow Agnes is reputed to 
have said, ‘Beware Montagow For farrow shall thy sow’. With that, a huge boulder was dropped on the sow causing it to 
break apart and release its litter of men bent on undermining the castle. The extended siege was lifted by Alexander 
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Ramsay.

Mary Queen of Scots often came to Dunbar Castle. She was here in 1562 and fled here in 1566 after the murder of 
Rizzio. The castle had been placed in the charge of the Earl of Bothwell in about 1560. Following the murder of Darnley 
in February 1567 (by Bothwell and others) Bothwell brought Mary to Dunbar. They were married in May 1567. Mary’s 
army under Bothwell surrendered at Carberry Hill in June 1567 and Mary, made captive, was sent to Lochleven Castle. 
Bothwell fled the country and in 1578 died in a Danish prison. Regent Moray (Mary’s half-brother) took Dunbar Castle in 
September 1567 and in December that year an order was made for its demolition. The castle ruins were further reduced 
in 1842 during blasting operations to construct an entrance to the new Victoria Harbour.

It has been said that the English Civil War started in Scotland. Charles I’s attempt to impose Anglicanism on Scotland led 
to much unrest culminating in two Bishops’ Wars (1639 - 40). Nevertheless, the execution of Charles in 1649 was not 
well received in Scotland and his son was proclaimed Charles II. In 1650, Charles II, having promised to establish 
Presbyterianism in England and Ireland, came from Holland, landed in Spey Bay, and made his way south. Cromwell 
reacted by invading Scotland with 16 000 men. David Leslie, the commander of the Scottish army, had 27 000 but 4 000 
of his best men had been removed for the crime of not being rigid Covenanters. It seems that they were ‘profane persons 
and Sabbath breakers’. Cromwell spent a month trying to draw Leslie into open battle but Leslie refused. Cromwell, 
unable to make contact with his fleet of supply ships was forced to retreat and the astute Leslie trapped him in the 
narrow coastal track south of Dunbar. Unfortunately, Leslie’s command was usurped by the clergy who forced him to 
leave his strong position on Doon Hill. The Scottish army, caught in a wedge, was no match for Cromwell’s professionals. 
Cromwell lost 30 men, Leslie lost 3 000. Cromwell now had Scotland though it has been said that ‘It is a sad reflection 
that it was of little importance to a harassed people whether the fanatical Leslie or the miscreant Cromwell should 
prevail’. The Civil War ended in September 1651 with the defeat of Charles II and his Scottish army at Worcester. 
Charles escaped to Holland but the unfortunate Leslie fell prisoner and was held in the Tower of London till the 
Restoration in 1660.

Famous People
George Home, Earl of Dunbar (1560 - 1611) served James VI as Lord High Treasurer of Scotland and Chancellor of the 
Exchequer in England. He helped James in his aim of introducing Episcopacy to Scotland .

Home also played a part in the pacification of the Borders. This was done in three main ways: (i) Some, such as the 
Grahams, were transported to Ulster. (ii) Many went into military service. And (iii) in the words of Walter Scott ‘unusually 
severe and keen prosecution of all who were convicted, accused, or even suspected, of offence … was set on foot by 
George Home, Earl of Dunbar, James’s able but not very scrupulous minister; and these judicial measures were 
conducted so severely as to give rise to the proverb of Jeddart (or Jedburgh) justice, by which it is said a criminal was 
hanged first and tried afterwards: the truth of which is affirmed by historians as a well-known fact, occurring in numerous 
instances.’.

John Muir (1838 - 1914) ‘American naturalist b. Dunbar’ went to Portage, Wisconsin in 1849. He studied at the university 
of Wisconsin from 1859 till 1863 and from 1868 lived in California. He travelled widely, often on foot, in the USA and 
further afield, and he discovered Muir Glacier in Alaska. Muir was a strong and determined conservationist and in his 
campaigning for the establishment of national parks he was helped by the friendship and support of Theodore Roosevelt 
(1858 - 1919) - ‘a firm believer in the conservation of natural resources’. Success came in 1890 when Congress passed 
a bill creating Yosemite National Park. Muir’s name is honoured in the Muir Woods National Monument, west California 
(established 1908); in the John Muir Trust (established 1984); in the John Muir Country Park; and in the John Muir Way. 
Dunbar has every right to be proud of this man. His statue stands in the town and his birthplace may be visited at 126, 
High Street.

Famous people who visited the area include Aeneas Silvius (later Pope Pius II) who probably landed at 
Dunbar on his way to visit the Holy Well at nearby Whitekirk; Robert Burns who was entertained by the 
Provost; and John Wesley who several times preached in the town.
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Scottish Earth Science Education Forum
Earth Science Outdoors

Evaluation & Feedback Form
Thanks for using SESEF's resources, we hope you have found them interesting and 
useful.  We plan to revise and extend these resources and value your feedback.

(1) Which Earth Science Outdoors resource would you like to comment on in this form:
Cowie, Stonehaven [ ] Crawton, near Stonehaven [ ]
St Andrews, Fife [ ] St Monans, Fife [ ]
Kinghorn, Fife [ ] Queensferry Shore, Edinburgh [ ]
Holyrood Park, Edinburgh [ ] Barns Ness, East Lothian [ ]
North Berwick, East Lothian [ ] Primary Earth Science Outdoors [ ]

(2) Have you:
Read the resource, but not yet visited the site [ ]
Made a personal visit to the site [ ]
Used the resource to lead a field trip [ ]

If yes: Age of students [      ]  Number of students [      ]  Area of the curriculum [                              ]
Other  [ ]  Please give details:

(3) How do you rate the various sections of this resource (please tick)?
Excellent Good Average Poor N/A Comments:

Introduction/Overview

Location maps, directions 
& local facilities
Suggested pre and post 
visit activities
Description of suggested 
localities
Suggested activities 
(questions/answers)
Links with the Curriculum 
for Excellence
Historical information

( 4) What worked well? 

(5) What did you / would you change? 

(6) Did you use local contacts to support you in using this resource? If so, who and how did they support 
you?

Your contact details (useful if we have any queries, but if you'd prefer to remain anonymous that's fine):
Name:                                                           Role:  
School / Organisation:
Email address or phone number:

Please return this form to SESEF, Grant Institute, School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh,  
West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JW or email to sesef@ed.ac.uk.
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